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A complete 
battery system 

– a world of
possibilities

At Husqvarna, we’ve been in the forefront of the battery revolution since the 

introduction of our first battery products in 1995. Since then, we’ve been driving 

the shift with flexible, cutting-edge products and solutions. Today, our offering  

goes beyond just products, and instead consists of a complete and scalable 

system. An extensive system that accommodates the needs of discerning 

professionals on their way to a hassle-free, battery-powered future.



A complete eco-system
From our professional state-of-the-art Husqvarna BLi-X 36V battery 

products, chargers, and batteries, to smart accessories, fleet 

management and beneficial services, Husqvarna’s complete battery 

solution covers all the bases. Mobile charging possibilities will add 

productivity to your operation, whereas the system’s overall flexibility 

provides scalability. This allows you to make the switch in a way that 

best suits your business. And we won’t change the layout of neither 

batteries nor machines, the perfect fit is here to stay.

Purpose-designed products
Our battery system – our range of machines, our E-TORQ™ motors, 

and our batteries – are all developed for dedicated applications  

and long hours of professional use. This means durable and  

reliable, perfectly balanced products with encapsulated motors,  

IPX classified for all-weather performance. Additionally, countless 

hours have gone into achieving user-centric, ergonomic design, 

enabling long days at work without fatigue or unnecessary strain.

A world of benefits
Buying in to the Husqvarna battery system comes with a wide  

range of benefits for your operators, your operation – and society at 

large. Benefits such as low noise and vibration levels and zero CO2 

emissions during use are easy to spot, while the low running costs 

and the system’s scalability will be a long-term benefit to your 

business.

Stay connected and  
monitor your footprint
A switch to Husqvarna BLi-X 36V battery system is an excellent  

way to help you with reducing your operation’s carbon footprint.  

With our digital management tool, Husqvarna Fleet Services™,  

you get a complete overview of your products, their location and 

status – and you easily calculate your operation’s footprint.

Get a head start without 
upfront investment
Make a faster shift towards a battery-powered workday with 

Husqvarna Lease Plus. With this beneficial leasing option, you 

get the products, chargers, batteries, and accessories you  

need without any upfront investments. You can enjoy peace  

of mind, knowing that you have access to repairs, emergency  

loaner equipment, and yearly maintenance – all covered  

by a single contract.
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The complete Husqvarna 
battery offering
Our complete battery system comprises an impressive range of machines, 

powerful batteries, and chargers, as well as accessories. With Husqvarna 

as a partner, you’ll have access to everything you need to make your 

battery-powered operation hassle-free and productive.

Charge up for the better

For stationary set-ups or for the mobile 
professional on the go – Husqvarna provides  
the best solution for your specific needs. Fast 
chargers, large-scale charging rails or in-field  
and mobile charging solutions, will make sure  
you never run out of power. The ActiveCool 
feature enables active battery cooling to  
keep charging times short.

Extensive product range 

The complete range of powerful cordless battery machines will cater to any 
professional need. Blowers, brushcutters, grass trimmers, hedge trimmers, 
power cutters, pole saws, chainsaws and walk-behind mowers – all with 
power equivalent to their petrol-powered counterparts, all ready for reliable 
demanding action.
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READ MORE

Explore our entire range of battery products at  
husqvarna.com/Professional-Battery

CHECK OUT OUR 
PROFESSIONAL  
ROBOTIC RANGE AT  
HUSQVARNA.COM

Any way you want

No matter what your job tasks are, our battery 
system provides the necessary flexibility. While 
on the job, you can carry the battery integrated 
in the machine, on our battery belt, or use  
a backpack battery.

The truly mobile 
set-up
With our mobile charging hubs, 
you’re provided with reliable 
charging independent of the 
surrounding temperature, secure 
battery transport and organised 
storage, easily accessible, saving 
time on loading and un-loading. 
Simply plug the hub in after the 
workday and all your batteries are 
charged and ready for action the 
next morning. Add Husqvarna Fleet 
Services™ and our connectivity 
gateway, and you’ve got the ideal 
set-up for modern, mobile,  
battery-powered work.
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INVENTORY CONTROL

All your equipment 
in one place
Don’t rely on paperwork. With 
Husqvarna Fleet Services™, you just 
check the inventory list, and you know 
exactly how many machines and 
batteries you have of each type.  
Give them unique names, and you  
can easily tell which is which. 

MACHINE STATISTICS

See when and how much 
you’ve used it
Since the system tracks the engine 
hours and usage of every machine, you 
can easily get an overview with 
Husqvarna Fleet Services™. You can 
produce a workday log with detailed 
information on how many hours each 
machine has been used every day.

LOCATION

Track them all on the map
Always keep track of where you last 
had your equipment. As soon as a 
connected product is within Bluetooth® 
distance from the app, its location is 
registered. So whenever you’re looking 
for a machine or battery, you just 
check the map to find out if it’s in 
storage, away for service or out 
working. 

The easy way to keep track of 
and optimise your fleet
Managing a large, mixed and widespread fleet of machines and other equipment is a challenging 

task for any landscaping business or municipality. With Husqvarna Fleet Services™ you can easily 

monitor, collect and analyse the data from each machine on geographic position, running hours, 

and service history. This helps you ensure that your fleet is optimally composed, in perfect 

technical condition and efficiently utilised.

CARBON FOOTPRINT

Monitor your fleet’s 
CO2 emissions
The Carbon Footprint Calculator  
shows your machine fleet’s direct  
CO2 emissions during use. The runtime 
data generates graphics that provide 
valuable insights to help you reduce 
your carbon footprint. The data 
excludes CO2 emissions from battery 
charging and full product lifecycle. 
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BATTERY STATUS

Get useful data on each 
battery’s usage and health
Husqvarna Fleet Services™ give you full control 
of each connected battery’s usage and health 
status. You can make sure to balance the use of 
all your batteries optimally. And you know well 
in advance if a battery will last another season  
or need to be replaced.

It’s easy to get started!
Just create an account, connect machines and users to Husqvarna  
Fleet Services™ and discover how it can improve your business.

CONNECTED BATTERIES

Keep control of your 
batteries’ status
Our connected batteries with built-in Bluetooth® 
wireless technology keep you in control of their 
charging level, usage stats and health condition.  
A quick check in Husqvarna Fleet Services™ lets  
you know if your batteries are charged, available  
and ready for your workday.

BLUETOOTH® WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY

Connect easier  
with built-in connectivity
Many of Husqvarna’s products have integrated connectivity thanks to  
built-in Bluetooth® wireless technology. This makes connecting them to 
Husqvarna Fleet Services™ even easier. You get all the benefits from the 
fleet management system – operational insights and operation log – directly 
from the product and you can also update firmware directly from your app. 
Built-in Bluetooth® wireless technology also means that your product is 
future-proof and ready for any product updates.

CONNECT YOUR FLEET 
– EXPERIENCE THE 
IMPROVEMENT TODAY

READ MORE

Find out more about how Husqvarna Fleet Services™ makes your  
workday better by visiting husqvarna.com/FleetServices

Or attach a sensor  
to any piece of equipment
Another way to connect a piece of equipment, is installing  
a small sensor. You can add sensors to all sorts of equipment, 
even those from other manufacturers.

Quick and easy data collection
With the new HCM500 Fleet gateway installed in your 
Husqvarna Fleet Services™ system, you secure a reliable 
fleet data collection and transfer to the cloud. Easy plug-
and-play installation in your workshop, storage room, 
vehicle or trailer.

NEW
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ACTIVECOOL 

Battery cooling for 
better performance
The ActiveCool feature enables active 
battery cooling during charging and 
discharging. This helps keep charging 
times short and productivity high, even 
under demanding conditions.

DEVELOPED IN-HOUSE 

Perfect fit, perfect 
performance
Husqvarna’s lithium ion batteries are all 
developed and tested by Husqvarna. We’ve 
paid great attention to ensure power and 
durability, year after year. Constant high 
performance, long lifetime and short 
charging time are guaranteed. And thanks 
to Husqvarna’s thought-out design where 
all vital parts are encapsulated, wet and 
dusty environments are no longer an issue.

HUSQVARNA ELECTRICAL E-TORQ™ MOTORS

Tough, strong and completely 
maintenance-free
The Husqvarna E-TORQ™ motors are developed and produced by 
Husqvarna. The brushless motors deliver high, constant torque 
from low rpms, enough for the most demanding tasks. The design 
minimises the number of moving parts and the encapsulated 
motors are built to withstand tough, prolonged professional use. 
Thanks to their smart construction, they are maintenance-free 
and designed to last the entire product lifetime.

Flexibility and power 
you will appreciate
Tough but fair demands from our customers make that our battery products are 

carefully designed from the inside and out – down to the smallest detail – to give you 

smooth, continuous performance. Here are the most significant features that will help 

you bring about a better workday.
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SMART CHARGING

Up and running in no time
Our chargers fit all our batteries and make charging quick and easy. 
The smart charging algorithm quickly charges up to 80 % – for most 
batteries in as little as half an hour. So even if you run out of battery, 
you don’t have to wait long to be up and running again.

WEATHERPROOF DESIGN

Keep on working in any weather
Come rain, wind or sunshine... Thanks to a well-thought and rigorously tested 
design, our battery machines and batteries fulfill the IPX4 classification for 
water resistance, making them long-term reliable working tools, especially  
in wet conditions. 

USER-CENTRIC DESIGN

Perfectly balanced
Our battery powered leaf blowers are lightweight and 
extremely well-balanced to ensure easy handling. We’ve gone 
to great lengths to optimise the centre of gravity to make them 
easier to handle comfortably, so you experience less fatigue 
and less strain on your body.

USER INTERFACE

Taking battery convenience 
to a new level
A battery powered Husqvarna machine is now more convenient than 
ever. You start, stop and control it with the push of easily accessible, 
robust buttons on the intuitive keypad. A LED light indicates when the 
machine is on, and a timer automatically switches it off after a period 
of inactivity. All batteries also have LED status indicators, while the 
backpack batteries have their own on /off switches and come with 
adjustable harnesses for increased comfort. 

OUR BATTERY 
PRODUCTS FULFILL 
THE IPX4 
CLASSIFICATION
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BLOW ER R A NG E

Stay ahead, leave 
nothing behind

Top features and benefits

1 Boost effect
When extra power is needed, maximised blowing 
speed is available through the easily accessible 
boost mode.

2 Excellent ergonomics
Thanks to exceptional body balance, comfortably 
shaped handle and easy access to intuitive 
keypad, comfort and easy handling is guaranteed.

3 Low noise levels
The low noise levels make longer working hours 
possible. It also enables you to work in noise 
sensitive and restricted areas.

AN EASIER  
WAY TO KEEP 
TRACK OF YOUR 
EQUIPMENT
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 Blow force, Boost mode, N  Air flow in pipe, Boost mode, m³/min  Air speed, Boost mode, m /s  Weight (excl. battery), kg 

* Further information about the leasing agreement to be added here

21 N

15.6 m³/min

6.3 kg

17 N

13.3 m³/min

 2.5 kg

16 N

14.1 m³/min

2.9 kg

BATTERY BLOWER

550iBTX
BATTERY BLOWER

525iB Mark II
BATTERY BLOWER

530iBX

Powerful and ergonomic backpack blower with 
impressive blow force (21 N). Its low vibration and 
noise levels allow you to work in public settings and 
since the blower is weatherproof, you can increase 
both flexibility and productivity.

■ Brushless motor

■ Intuitive keypad

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Integrated connectivity

■ Boost mode

■ Cruise control

■ Ergonomic harness

Very light and well-balanced handheld, blower, with 
low vibration levels and low noise, allowing you to 
work in public settings. Equally comfortable to use 
with either hand. Thanks to the cordless design  
and low weight, you can move around freely. 

■ Brushless motor

■ Intuitive keypad 

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Boost mode

■ Cruise control

Very light and well-balanced, handheld blower, for use 
with a backpack battery or battery belt FLEXI. Equally 
comfortable to use with either hand. Its high blowing 
force and low noise levels makes it possible to work  
in public settings and noise restricted areas.

■ Brushless motor

■ Intuitive keypad 

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Boost mode

■ Cruise control

■ Silencer nozzle

You’re now welcome inside

One huge benefit of battery-powered blowers is the possibility to use 
them indoors. Since they’re fumeless and quiet, you can take on jobs 
cleaning up sports stadiums, malls, concert venues or any other place 
where you can’t use a petrol-powered blower.

No need to compromise

Our battery-powered blowers deliver an unbeatable level of comfort with their low vibration and 
noise levels and no fumes. Moreover, they also pack an impressive performance thanks to the 
responsive electric motor and our advanced fan design. Plus, all our battery blowers are equipped 
with Boost mode, providing extra airflow when you need it. 
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Top features and benefits

1 Outstanding capacity
The unique high-torque motor – developed by 
Husqvarna – combined with the impressive 
cutting diameter, provides a power output and 
capacity equivalent to petrol powered 
brushcutters.

2 Low vibrations
The 535iRXT, 535iRX and 525iRXT bruschcutters 
have effective anti-vibration dampeners that 
absorb vibration, which spare your arms and 
hands.

3 Weatherproof
The machines fulfil IPX4 classification for water 
resistance. This makes them reliable, long-lasting 
tools that you can use year-round in all weather 
conditions.

AN EASIER  
WAY TO KEEP 
TRACK OF YOUR 
EQUIPMENT

BRUSHCU T T ER R A NG E

Impressively lightweight. 
Surprisingly powerful.
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45 cm

4.9 kg

46 cm

4.2 kg

45 cm

4.9 kg

45 cm

4.5 kg

BATTERY BRUSHCUTTER

535iRXT

BATTERY BRUSHCUTTER

525iRXT

BATTERY BRUSHCUTTER

535iRX
BATTERY BRUSHCUTTER

535iFR

Robust, high-performance brushcutter with a power 
output equivalent to a 35cc petrol brushcutter. 
Lightweight and well-balanced for full-time use. 
Excellent comfort thanks to the Balance XB™ harness 
and ErgoFeed™ trimmer head. Includes trimmer  
head and grass blade.

■ Brushless E-TORQ™ motor

■ Intuitive keypad with battery status

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Integrated connectivity

■ 3-speed mode

■ Anti-vibration

■ ErgoFeed™ trimmer head

Efficient brushcutter with a power output equivalent 
to a 25cc brushcutter. Lightweight and well balanced 
for full-time use, yet with robust and durable design. 
Excellent comfort thanks to the high handle tower with 
anti-vibration and ErgoFeed™ trimmer head. Includes 
the comfortable Balance XB™ harness. Trimmer  
head and grass blade included.

■ Brushless E-TORQ™ motor

■ Intuitive keypad with battery status

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Integrated connectivity

■ 3-speed mode

■ Anti-vibration

■ ErgoFeed™ trimmer head

Robust, high-performance brushcutter with a power 
output equivalent to a 35cc petrol brushcutter. 
Lightweight and well-balanced for full-time use. 
Includes trimmer head and grass blade.

■ Brushless E-TORQ™ motor

■ Intuitive keypad with battery status

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ 3-speed mode

■ Anit-vibration

Robust and versatile, high-performance brushcutter 
with a power output equivalent to a 35cc petrol 
brushcutter. Lightweight and well-balanced for 
frequent use on grass, brush and light forestry 
clearing. Includes trimmer head, grass blade and  
saw blade.

■ Brushless E-TORQ™ motor

■ Intuitive keypad with battery status

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Integrated connectivity

■ 3-speed mode

Experience a quiet and comfortable workday

Thanks to their quiet electric E-TORQ™-motors, 
lightweight designs and fumeless operation 
together with our Balance XB™ harness, our 
battery brushcutters contribute to a much more 
comfortable and less stressful day. The harness 
brings great relief to your upper body and arms 
thanks to well balanced weight distribution in 
three ways: between the shoulders, between the 
chest and the back, and from the shoulders to the 
hips. The harness is equipped with an holder for  
a battery carrier so that you can easily bring  
an extra battery. 

Easy and convenient feed of trimmer line

Husqvarna 535iRXT and 525iRXT battery 
bruschcutters are equipped with the smart 
ErgoFeed™ trimmer head. It allows you to 
feed the trimmer line with a simple push of  
a button located on the right handle. This 
reduces the risk of unintentional feed and 
minimises trimmer line consumption. The 
trimmer head is designed with a minimum  
of moving parts, which makes it robust  
and durable.

 Cutting width, cm  Weight (excluding battery and cutting equipment), kg * Further information about the leasing agreement to be added here



14  Cutting width, cm  Weight (excluding battery and cutting equipment), kg * Further information about the leasing agreement to be added here

T R IMMER R A NG E

Giving you  
well-balanced 
workdays

AN EASIER  
WAY TO KEEP 
TRACK OF YOUR 
EQUIPMENT

42 cm

2.4 kg

46 cm

3.1 kg

40 cm

3.8 kg

BATTERY COMBI MACHINE

525iLK
BATTERY TRIMMER

525iLXT
BATTERY TRIMMER

520iRX

Loop-handle combi machine, power-equivalent to a 
25cc petrol machine. Lightweight and well balanced 
for full-time use, yet with robust and durable design. 

■ Brushless E-TORQ™ motor

■ Intuitive keypad with battery status

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Integrated connectivity

■ 3-speed mode

■ Click-on attachments – see our entire 
range of attachments at husqvarna.com/
GrassTrimmers

Loop-handle grass trimmer, power-equivalent to a 
25cc petrol trimmer. Lightweight and well balanced 
for full-time use, yet with robust and durable design. 
Excellent comfort thanks to the ErgoFeed™  
trimmer head. 

■ Brushless E-TORQ™ motor

■ Intuitive keypad with battery status

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Integrated connectivity

■ 3-speed mode

■ ErgoFeed™ trimmer head

A lightweight brushcutter with high performance. 
Perfect for gardeners, landscapers and contractors. 
Features excellent ergonomics and balance, 2-way 
rotation trimmer head and long-lasting brushless 
motor. 

■ Brushless E-TORQ™ motor

■ Intuitive keypad 

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ savE™ economy mode

■ Two-way rotation
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Try something completely different

Husqvarna 530iPX is an advanced forestry 
clearing saw, that provides you with a whole  
new level of freedom of movement in dense 
vegetation. It has an incredibly low weight and 
excellent ergonomics, yet delivers impressive 
performance. It also spares you all the fumes 
and much of the noise – and as soon as you  
let go of the throttle, it turns completely silent. 
Whether you’re clearing, thinning or pruning 
trees – this is the perfect tool.

CL E A R ING SAW

Flexible comfort

Top features and benefits

1 ErgoFeed™ function

Feeds the trimmer line with a simple 
push of a button located on the right 
handle and reduces the risk of 
unintentional feed. So, you’ll spend  
less time and money on buying and 
loading new trimmer line. 

2 Dual direction

The two-way rotation trimmer head 
allows you to switch direction of the 
rotation so you can avoid spraying 
grass onto walkways and flower beds 
as well as avoid other objects you  
want to protect from gravel and dirt

3 Efficient brushless motor

Since our brushless motor is 25 % more 
efficient than a standard motor, you’ll 
get a high, consistent torque – even 
when you cut high, thick or wet grass.

4 Intuitive keypad

You start and stop the machine by 
pushing a button. A LED light shows that 
it’s on. The machine automatically 
switches off after a period of inactivity.

40 cm

3.0 kg

3 /8"

25–30 cm

3.1 kg

BATTERY TRIMMER

520iLX
BATTERY FORESTRY CLEARING SAW

530iPX

A lightweight loop-handle trimmer with high 
performance. Perfect for gardeners, landscapers  
and contractors. Features excellent ergonomics  
and balance, 2-way rotation trimmer head and  
long-lasting brushless motor.

■ Brushless E-TORQ™ motor

■ Intuitive keypad 

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ savE™ economy mode

■ Two-way rotation

Clearing saw that also can be used as a pole saw  
(the cutting head can be angled 90 degrees) with a 
power output equivalent of a 30cc petrol machine. Its 
low weight, excellent ergonomics and quiet operation 
make it comfortable to use in any location at any  
time of day. 

■ Brushless E-TORQ™ motor

■ Intuitive keypad

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ savE™ economy mode

■ Adjustable cutting head
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60 cm

3200 cuts /min

3.9 kg

75 cm

4400  cuts /min

3.9 kg

60 cm

4400  cuts /min

3.6 kg

HED G E T R IMMER R A NG E

Turn demanding  
trimming into easy work

Top features and benefits

1 Impressive performance
The reliable and well-balanced motor is optimised for 
hedge trimmer use and provides impressive performance 
with full torque from zero to full speed.

2 High cutting speed
The hedge trimmers deliver up to 4400 cuts per minute, 
which gives you a great cutting result every time.

3 Ergonomic design
Slimmed, lightweight design and easily accessible  
controls combined with a flexible battery system, allow  
for comfortable work in all situations. Our anti-vibration 
systems provide efficient dampening to minimise  
vibration in the handles.

 Knife length, cm  Cuts per minute  Weight (excluding battery and cutting equipment), kg * Further information about the leasing agreement to be added here

BATTERY HEDGE TRIMMER

522iHD75
BATTERY HEDGE TRIMMER

522iHD60
BATTERY HEDGE TRIMMER

522iHDR60

Well-balanced, lightweight hedge trimmer with high 
cutting capacity. Power equivalent to a petrol 
machine. Optimised for frequent trimming, featuring 
high-speed gear and double-sided cutter bar with 
sharp, trim-cut knifes grinded on three sides. Can be 
used with both integrated and external batteries.

■ Brushless motor

■ 3-speed mode

■ Intuitive keypad with battery status 

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Integrated connectivity

■ Trim-cut configuration

■ Multi-position rear handle

Well-balanced, lightweight hedge trimmer with high 
cutting capacity. Power equivalent to a petrol 
machine. Optimised for frequent trimming, featuring 
high-speed gear and double-sided cutter bar with 
sharp, trim-cut knifes grinded on three sides. Can be 
used with both integrated and external batteries.

■ Brushless motor

■ 3-speed mode

■ Intuitive keypad with battery status 

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Integrated connectivity

■ Trim-cut configuration

■ Multi-position rear handle

Lightweight and well-balanced hedge trimmer with 
high cutting capacity. Power equivalent to a petrol 
machine. Optimised for trimming dense overgrown 
hedges, featuring a high-torque gear and double-
sided cutter bar with durable coarse-cut knifes. Can 
be used with both integrated and external batteries.

■ Brushless motor

■ 3-speed mode

■ Intuitive keypad with battery status 

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Integrated connectivity

■ Coarse-cut configuration

■ Multi-position rear handle
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60 cm

4400 cuts /min

5.0 kg

60 cm

4400 cuts /min

4.8 kg

55 cm

4000 cuts /min

5.5 kg

65 cm

4300 cuts /min

4.7 kg

55 cm

4000 cuts /min

4.15 kg

BATTERY POLE HEDGE TRIMMER

520iHE3
BATTERY POLE HEDGE TRIMMER

520iHT4

BATTERY POLE HEDGE TRIMMER

525iHF3
BATTERY POLE HEDGE TRIMMER

525iHE4
BATTERY POLE HEDGE TRIMMER

525iHE3

Pole hedge trimmer with a unique design and up  
to 3.5 m reach. Cut wide, high and low hedges 
comfortably thanks to the adjustable cutter bar angle. 
It combines top performance with low weight, low 
vibration levels and extremely quiet operation, so  
you can use it in noise-sensitive environments.

■ Brushless motor

■ savE™ 

■ Intuitive keypad 

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Adjustable cutter bar

■ Trim-cut configuration

■ Rear impact guard

Pole hedge trimmer with a unique design and up to 
4.5 m reach. Cut wide, high and low hedges efficiently 
thanks to the adjustable cutter bar angle. It combines 
top performance with low weight, low vibration levels 
and quiet operation, so you can use it in noise-
sensitive environments.

■ Brushless motor

■ savE™ 

■ Intuitive keypad 

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Adjustable cutter bar

■ Trim-cut configuration

■ Rear impact guard

■ Telescopic shaft

Pole hedge trimmer, equivalent to a 25cc petrol 
machine. With up to 3 m reach and fixed cutter bar 
you can cut wide and long hedges comfortably and 
accurately, also when working in noise sensitive 
environments.

■ Brushless E-TORQ™ motor

■ 3-speed mode

■ Intuitive keypad

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Integrated connectivity

■ Trim-cut configuration

Pole hedge trimmer, equivalent to a 25cc petrol 
machine. With up to 4 m reach and adjustable cutter 
bar angle you can cut wide, high and low hedges 
comfortably, also when working in noise sensitive 
environments. 

■ Brushless E-TORQ™ motor

■ 3-speed mode

■ Intuitive keypad

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Integrated connectivity

■ Adjustable cutter bar

■ Trim-cut configuration

■ Rear impact guard

Pole hedge trimmer, equivalent to a 25cc petrol 
machine. With up to 3.5 m reach and adjustable cutter 
bar angle you can cut wide, high and low hedges 
comfortably, also when working in noise sensitive 
environments.

■ Brushless E-TORQ™ motor

■ 3-speed mode

■ Intuitive keypad

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Integrated connectivity

■ Adjustable cutter bar

■ Trim-cut configuration

■ Rear impact guard

AN EASIER  
WAY TO KEEP 
TRACK OF YOUR 
EQUIPMENT

NEW NEWNEW
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CH A IN SAW R A NG E

As tough as petrol machines

 Chain pitch, inch  Recommended bar length min – max, cm  Weight (excluding battery and cutting equipment), kg * Further information about the leasing agreement to be added here

Top features and benefits

1 High chain speed
Our chainsaws and pole saws deliver 
impressively high speed that ensures fast, 
smooth cutting in every situation.

2 Easy, convenient operation
You don’t have to spend time pulling a starter 
cord any more. Just gently push a button  
on the intuitive keypad and then press the 
throttle to start working immediately.

3 Brushless motor
Our in-house developed brushless motor, 
which is 25 % more efficient than a standard 
motor, gives you a high, consistent torque  
for efficient heavy-duty cutting.

BATTERY CHAINSAW

540i XP® 
BATTERY CHAINSAW

535i XP® 

 .325"mini , 3/8"mini, 1/4"

30–40 cm

2.9 kg

.325"mini , 1/4"mini

25–35 cm

2.6 kg

A lightweight and powerful chainsaw. Ideal for  
crown reduction and lighter tree removals where  
you need the extra reach a rear-handle chainsaw 
provides. Features excellent ergonomics, high chain 
speed and all the comfort of battery power without 
compromising on performance. 

■ Brushless E-TORQ™ motor

■ savE™ 

■ Intuitive keypad

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ 35cc class cutting performance

A rear-handle chainsaw with impressive power output 
– on par with a professional 40cc petrol chainsaw. 
Ideal for tree removal and thinning as well as for 
arborist groundcrew work. Features advanced user 
interface with battery status and start/stop, excellent 
ergonomics and provides user-friendly balance and 
manoeuvrability. Needs to be powered with 40-B330X 
or 40-B220X battery for full performance.

■ Brushless E-TORQ™ motor

■ savE™ 

■ Intuitive keypad with battery status

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Integrated connectivity

■ 40cc class cutting performance

■ Oil sensor

■ Heated handles (optional)

.325"mini, .325"

30 –40 cm

3.0 kg

BATTERY CHAINSAW

542i XP® 
NEW

The world’s first battery chainsaw equipped with  
a centrifugal clutch, delivering outstanding cutting 
capacity with a kick-start energy experience. This 
powerful battery chainsaw is comparable to a 40cc 
petrol saw. A highly efficient tool for tree care jobs  
and arborist ground crews. Provides the control and 
response of petrol power combined with all battery 
benefits. Needs to be powered with 40-B330X or 
40-B220X battery for full performance.

■ Brushless E-TORQ™ motor

■ savE™

■ Intuitive keypad with battery status

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Integrated connectivity

■ 40cc class cutting performance

■ Oil sensor

■ Heated handles (optional)
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Welcome to our online source for 
information about safe, convenient 
and efficient chainsaw work. It’s the 
perfect guide for professionals. Go to 
chainsawacademy.husqvarna.com

AN EASIER  
WAY TO KEEP 
TRACK OF YOUR 
EQUIPMENT

BATTERY TREE-CARE CHAINSAW

T535i XP®
BATTERY TREE-CARE CHAINSAW

T540i XP®

 .325"mini,  
1/4"mini

25–35 cm

2.4 kg

 .325"mini , 1/4"mini

30–40 cm

2.5 kg

A very lightweight and powerful, top-handle chainsaw. 
Ideal for crown reduction and lighter tree removals. 
Features excellent ergonomics, high chain speed and 
all the comfort of battery power, with a power output 
equivalent of a 35cc petrol chainsaw.

■ Brushless E-TORQ™ motor

■ savE™ 

■ Intuitive keypad

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ 35cc class cutting performance

A very powerful top-handle chainsaw with impressive 
power output – on par with a professional 40cc petrol 
chainsaw. Ideal for tree care and climbing work  
thanks to excellent ergonomics and low weight. 
Features advanced user interface with battery status 
and start/stop, excellent ergonomics and provides 
user-friendly balance and manoeuvrability. Needs to 
be powered with 40-B330X or 40-B220X battery  
for full performance.

■ Brushless E-TORQ™ motor

■ savE™ 

■ Intuitive keypad with battery status

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Integrated connectivity

■ 40cc class cutting performance

■ Oil sensor

■ Heated handles (optional)

 .325"mini 

30 –35 cm

3.3 kg

BATTERY POLE SAWS

530iP4

1 /4"

25–30 cm

250 cm

3.4 kg

BATTERY POLE SAWS

530iPT5

1 /4"

25–30 cm

400 cm

5.0 kg

Pole saw with a performance power output equivalent 
of a 30cc petrol machine. Its low weight, excellent 
ergonomics and quiet operation make it comfortable 
to use in any location at any time of day. 

■ Brushless E-TORQ™ motor

■ savE™ 

■ Intuitive keypad

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Slimmed designed cutting head

Pole saw with a telescopic shaft that results in our 
longest reach, with a power output equivalent of a 30cc 
petrol machine. Its low weight, excellent ergonomics 
and quiet operation make it comfortable to use in  
any location at any time of day. 

■ Brushless E-TORQ™ motor

■ savE™ 

■ Intuitive keypad 

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Telescopic shaft

■ Slimmed designed cutting head

BATTERY TREE-CARE CHAINSAW

T542i XP® 
NEW

The world’s first top-handle battery chainsaw 
equipped with a centrifugal clutch, delivering 
outstanding cutting capacity with a kick-start energy 
experience. This powerful battery chainsaw is 
comparable to a 40cc petrol saw. A highly efficient 
tool for tree climbers who want all the benefits of 
cordless electric power for any challenges up in  
the tree. Needs to be powered with 40-B330X  
or 40-B220X battery for full performance.

■ Brushless E-TORQ™ motor

■ savE™

■ Intuitive keypad with battery status

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Integrated connectivity

■ 40cc class cutting performance

■ Oil sensor

■ Heated handles (optional)
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Top features and benefits

1 Lush, healthy lawns
Choose between collection, rear discharge – or why not 
BioClip™ (mulching) and you’ll achieve healthier lawns 
without having to use fertilizer.

2 Less maintenance
The lawn mowers are virtually maintenance-free.  
The battery and all components are protected to 
withstand tough use, which will save you a lot of  
time and money on service.

3 Extra-long runtime
Double battery slots for Husqvarna BLi-X 36V batteries 
and backpack battery attachment option enable 
extended runtime and uninterrupted, efficient work.

4 Extra cutting force where you need it
The PowerBoost™ function increases the rpm of the 
cutting blades automatically when working in tough 
conditions, such as when mowing tall grass. This  
gives an experience of “extra horsepower” when  
it's most needed.

L AW N MOW ER R A NG E

Makes lawns and 
businesses flourish

AN EASIER  
WAY TO KEEP 
TRACK OF YOUR 
EQUIPMENT



21 Power, W  Cutting width, cm  Cutting height, min – max, mm * Further information about the leasing agreement to be added here

1500 W 

51 cm 

26 –74 mm 

1500 W 

48 cm 

30–60 mm 

1500 W 

53 cm 

28–65 mm 

BATTERY LAWN MOWER

LB 553iV
BATTERY LAWN MOWER

LC 551iV
BATTERY LAWN MOWER

LB 548i

Robust lawnmower with a 48-cm mulching cutting 
deck. Extremely easy to start and operate. Ideal for 
full-time professionals who are looking for a quiet  
and powerful mower with low running costs.

■ Brushless motor

■ BioClip™

■ savE™

■ Dual battery slots and backpack option

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ PowerBoost™

■ Side protection bumper

■ Intuitive keypad

■ Ergonomic, side-adjustable handle

Self-propelled lawnmower with a robust 51-cm cutting 
deck, collection unit and rear-wheel drive. Its variable 
speed gives you more control when cutting complex 
lawns. Ideal for full-time professionals looking for a 
quiet and powerful mower with low running costs. 

■ Brushless motor

■ Collection/ BioClip™/ Rear discharge

■ Self-propelled, 4-step variable speed

■ savE™

■ Dual battery slots and backpack option

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ PowerBoost™

■ Side and front protection bumper

■ Intuitive keypad 

Self-propelled lawnmower with a robust 53-cm 
mulching cutting deck and front-wheel drive. The 
variable speed and intuitive keypad give you full 
control on all lawns. Ideal for full-time professionals 
who are looking for a quiet and powerful mower  
with low running costs.

■ Brushless motor

■ BioClip™

■ Self-propelled, 4-step variable speed

■ savE™

■ Dual battery slots and backpack option

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ PowerBoost™

■ Side protection bumper

■ Intuitive keypad

■ Ergonomic, side-adjustable handle

1200 W 

48 cm 

30–60 mm 

1200 W 

42 cm 

35–55 mm 

BATTERY LAWN MOWER

LB 442i
BATTERY LAWN MOWER

LB 448i

A robust push lawnmower with 42 cm BioClip™ 
mulching cutting deck for semi-professional use. 
Extremely easy to start and operate. A reliable  
and quiet mower with low running costs and easy 
maintenance. Built on a durable aluminium cutting 
deck with high-level components and heavy-duty 
powerhead.

■ Brushless motor

■ BioClip™

■ PowerBoost™

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ savE™

■ Dual battery slots

■ Ergonomic, side-adjustable handle

A robust push lawnmower with 48 cm BioClip™ 
mulching cutting deck for semi-professional use. 
Extremely easy to start and operate. A reliable  
and quiet mower with low running costs and easy 
maintenance. Built on a durable aluminium cutting 
deck with high-level components and heavy-duty 
powerhead.

■ Brushless motor

■ BioClip™

■ PowerBoost™

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ savE™

■ Dual battery slots

■ Ergonomic, side-adjustable handle

1200 W 

48 cm 

30–60 mm 

NEWBATTERY LAWN MOWER

LB 448iV

A robust, self-propelled lawnmower with 48 cm 
BioClip™ mulching cutting deck, for semi-professional 
use. The variable speed and front-wheel drive gives 
you more control when cutting complex lawns. 
Extremely easy to start and operate. A reliable and 
quiet mower with low running costs and easy 
maintenance. Built on a durable aluminium cutting 
deck with high-level components and heavy-duty 
powerhead.

■ Brushless motor

■ BioClip™

■ Self-propelled, 4-step variable speed

■ PowerBoost™

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ savE™

■ Dual battery slots

■ Ergonomic, side-adjustable handle
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BACKPACK BATTERY HARNESS

Ergonomically designed harness for carrying a 
backpack battery. It allows you to easily detach 
and switch batteries between team members 
while keeping your harness optimally adjusted 
for individual fit. It’s also a perfect harness for 
the 530iPX clearing saw. 

582 90 90-01 

HUSQVARNA BLi–X BATTERY

40-B220X

HUSQVARNA BLi–X  
BACKPACK BATTERY KIT

BLi950X

HUSQVARNA BLi–X BATTERY

40-B330X

6 Ah /216 Wh

1.4 kg

970 60 78-01  

31.1 Ah /1120 Wh

9.4 kg with harness

967 09 32-01 

9 Ah /324 Wh

1.9 kg

970 60 77-01

HUSQVARNA BLi–X BATTERY

40-B140X

HUSQVARNA BLI–X  
BACKPACK BATTERY

BLi950X

4 Ah /144 Wh

1.2 kg

970 60 79-01  

31.1 Ah /1120 Wh

7 kg

579 82 22-01 

Integrated long-life battery with low weight and high 
capacity for power-demanding applications. Designed 
for good grip and high visibility. Spare part kit 
available.

■ ActiveCool

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Integrated connectivity

■ Temperature warning LED

High-capacity 31,1 Ah backpack battery with  
long-lasting power and top-class performance, 
allowing you to work longer with higher efficiency. 
Ergonomically designed harness and battery  
adapter included.

■ ActiveCool

■ Weatherproof

■ Detachable support foot

Integrated long-life battery with maximum power and 
very high capacity for very power- demanding 
applications. Designed for good grip and high visibility. 
Spare part kit available.

■ ActiveCool

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Integrated connectivity

■ Temperature warning LED

Integrated long-life battery with low weight and 
optimised capacity for trimmers, hedge trimmers, and 
smaller chainsaws. Designed for good grip and high 
visibility. Spare part kit available.

■ ActiveCool

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Integrated connectivity

■ Temperature warning LED

High-capacity 31,1 Ah backpack battery with  
long-lasting power and top-class performance, 
allowing you to work longer with higher efficiency. 

■ ActiveCool

■ Weatherproof

Work any way you want

FOR MAXIMUM RUNTIME

The battery on your back
OPTIMISED WEIGHT

The battery on your hip
FOR MAXIMUM AGILITY

The battery in the machine

1 2 3

 Power, W  Weight, kg * Further information about the leasing agreement to be added here
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Husqvarna Charging Hub 
S Van

Husqvarna Charging Hub 
L Flatbed

Husqvarna Charging Hub 
L Van

Large, robust mobile charging hub ready to install 
inside your vehicle. Brings all the batteries for your 
team in one place, with full charge ensured in the 
morning.

■ Charge up to 16 Husqvarna BLi-X 36V batteries
overnight

■ Optimal battery temperature control with active
heating and cooling

■ Additional fast chargers can be added

■ Can be connected to any standard wall socket

■ Additional drawer for spare parts and accessories

■ Space for Husqvarna battery boxes on top

■ Dedicated space for mounting Husqvarna
HCM500 Fleet gateway

■ Four additional sockets on outside of the hub

■ Top-mounted tool board

Robust mobile charging hub ready to install inside 
your vehicle. Brings all the batteries for your team in 
one place, with full charge ensured in the morning.

■ Charge up to 8 Husqvarna BLi-X 36V batteries
overnight

■ Optimal battery temperature control with active
heating and cooling

■ Additional fast chargers can be added

■ Can be connected to any standard wall socket

■ Additional drawer for spare parts and accessories

■ Space for Husqvarna battery boxes on top

■ Dedicated space for mounting Husqvarna
HCM500 Fleet gateway

■ Two additional sockets on outside of the hub

Large, robust mobile charging hub ready to install  
on your vehicles flatbed. Brings all the batteries for  
your team in one place, with full charge ensured  
in the morning. 

■ Charge up to 16 Husqvarna BLi-X batteries
overnight

■ Optimal battery temperature control with active
heating and cooling

■ For all weather use

■ Lockable

■ Additional fast chargers can be added

■ Can be connected to any standard wall socket

■ Additional space for spare parts and accessories

■ Four additional sockets on outside of the hub

The mobile battery management solution
Husqvarna’s mobile battery management solution for your vehicle provides organised storage, secure transport,  

and efficient charging of your Husqvarna BLi-X 36V batteries. You save time and effort by reducing the daily loading 

and unloading of your batteries. You also ensure optimal charging at a wide temperature range for best battery 

performance in the field every day.

970 75 08-xx 970 74 86-xx 970 75 07-xx 
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967 62 83-01  

QC80F is a car charger for charging from a 12 V  
car/truck outlet during transport.

WORK LIGHT

WL 8i

970 58 49-01 

Powerful and durable battery-powered LED work  
light. Highly versatile, ideal for many applications. 
Adjustable brightness in three steps up to 8000 
Lumen. Built-in power bank with USB outlet to charge 
mobile devices. Water and dust resistant. Up to  
56 hours operating time. Fits Husqvarna BLi-X 36V 
battery system. 3.5 kg without battery. 

HUSQVARNA BLi-X BATTERY CHARGER

QC500
HUSQVARNA BLi-X BATTERY CHARGER

40-C1000X4

HUSQVARNA BLi-X BATTERY CHARGER

QC330
HUSQVARNA BLi-X BATTERY CHARGER

40-C80 Charging Rail Kit

HUSQVARNA BLi-X BATTERY CHARGER

40-C80

970 52 22-01  

970 44 95-01  

970 48 78-01  

Husqvarna 40-C80 is single bay charger with 72 W  
low power demand, perfect for over-night charging. 
Charging LED indicator. Desktop use or easy wall 
mounting.

Fast battery charger. ActiveCool cools batteries  
for quicker charging time and longer battery life. 
2-LED status indicator.

■ ActiveCool

■ Charge status LED

A convenient way to charge up to eight Husqvarna BLi-X 36V batteries. The rail can be wall-mounted 
horizontally or vertically to save space and keep your chargers and cables in good order. The 8-to-1 cable 
connection needs only one wall socket for power. This low-powered charging system is ideal for overnight 
charging. It has no cooling fans and doesn’t create any disturbing noise. Kit includes one 40-C80 Charging 
Rail, accessories for assembly, and eight 40-C80 chargers.
970 62 19-01, rail, incl. cable and 8 units 40-C80 chargers 

536 14 43 -01, rail unit only 

Extremely fast battery charger, cutting downtime  
and increases productivity. ActiveCool cools batteries 
for quicker charging time and longer battery life. 
2-LED status indicator.

■ ActiveCool

■ Charge status LED

High-powered, portable multi-rack battery charger 
and transport box for in- and outdoor use. Smart 
charging of up to 4 batteries in parallel with high 
charging power – max. 1000W total charging power 
and max. 600W per battery slot. Supports ActiveCool 
to shorten the charging time and prolong battery 
life. Robust and stackable design. 

■ ActiveCool

■ Tool compartment

■ Charge status LED on outside

■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

■ Detachable cable

■ Lockable with pad lock

NEW

HUSQVARNA BLi-X BATTERY CHARGER

QC80F
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ACCESSORIES BATTERY BELT FLEXI

BATTERY BELT FLEXI

ADAPTER KIT
BATTERY BELT FLEXI

CONNECTOR KIT

590 77 67-03  590 77 67-02  

For connecting to Husqvarna products with a 
Husqvarna BLi-X 36V battery slot. Also, for carrying 
spare batteries and accessories.

1. HARNESS FOR BATTERY BELT FLEXI
Thanks to the padded shoulder straps, the harness 
evens the load distribution over the shoulders when 
using machines in different angles.

593 83 76-01 

2. ADAPTER FOR 522i HEDGE TRIMMERS
Adapter dedicated for 522i hedge trimmer, for  
hassle-free operation when connecting to a backpack 
battery or battery belt.

598 82 88-01 

3. ADAPTER
Connects your handheld equipment to a backpack 
battery or to a battery belt FLEXI with connector kit,
for a more comfortable workday.

582 78 05-01 

4. ACCESSORY BAG
Convenient bag that fits your battery belt FLEXI. For 
storing all sorts of small tools, water bottle and other 
accessories.

596 25 29-01 

5. BATTERY CARRIER
Attach up to three battery carriers to your battery belt 
FLEXI or one carrier to your Balance XB™ harness.

590 77 72-01 

6.  COMBI HOLSTER WITH WEDGE POCKET
Combi holster for lifting tong, or lifting hook plus a 
pocket for wedges. 

593 83 83-02 

7. FILE AND COMBI-TOOL HOLDER
Holder for one round and one flat file, plus combi-tool. 
The holder effectively prevents broken or lost tools.

593 83 94-01 

8. SPRAY CAN HOLDER
Holster for spray can, makes sure the can is securely 
kept in its place.

593 83 95-01 

9. CARRIER HOOK
A multi-purpose hook for carrying various tools,  
water cans or other equipment. 

593 83 96-01 

BATTERY BOX PLYWOOD

A sturdy, durable wooden box for convenient 
protection and transportation of two Husqvarna  
BLi-X 36V batteries and one charger. Designed  
for professional use. UN 3480 certified for 
transportation of lithium-ion batteries. 
529 47 51-01 

For connecting Husqvarna 530iBX blower with 
dedicated adapter. Also, for carrying spare batteries 
and accessories. Adapter available for connecting to 
Husqvarna products with a Husqvarna BLi-X 36V 
battery slot (sold separately).

BATTERY TRANSPORTATION BOX

Battery transportation box with integrated insert, 
provides great shock absorption and thermal 
insulation for both hot and cold applications.  
UN3480 certified for transportation of  
lithium-ion batteries.
538 68 74-01, incl. insert, fit up up to  
4 pcs of Husqvarna BLi-X 36V batteries 

MULTI-ADAPTER PLATE

Enables attaching the Husqvarna battery boxes and 
battery transportation box to several common case 
systems on the market.
970 70 03-01 

BATTERY BOX M, L , M&L

A robust and handy case for transportation and 
storage of Husqvarna BLi-X 36V batteries. Impact 
modified material and high quality latch provides 
extra protection to the batteries. Stacking and 
connecting by using interlock to allow one-hand 
operation. Three different types of inserts are  
also available separately.
538 68 73-01, Box M, incl. insert, fit for up to  
6pcs of BLi100/200/200X, 40-B140X/220X 

546 11 39-01 Box L, incl. insert, fit for up to  
6pcs of BLi300/40-B330X 

546 11 40-01 Box Box M&L, incl. insert, fit for  
up to 3pcs of BLi100/200/200X, 40-B140X/220X,  
and 3pcs of BLi300/40-B330X 



Made by Husqvarna.  
For Husqvarna professionals.
When you choose original spare parts, accessories and protective clothing from us, 
you’ll get equipment developed in close cooperation with professionals. This means, 
for instance, that chains and lubricants fit perfectly with your machines and that the 
clothes you’re wearing provide you with the level of protection and comfort you  
need to get the job done. Learn more on husqvarna.com

ACCESSORIES BATTERY SERIES

CHAINSAW EYELET
Eyelet with unique design, made for arborists who use a 
standard chainsaw. Provides a designated way to connect 
the chainsaw to the chainsaw strop. Has an overload 
release.

578 07 71-01 

CHAINSAW STRAP, ANTISHOCK
Anti-shock chainsaw strap for tree climbing professionals. 
In case the chainsaw falls and gets stuck in falling branches, 
the chainsaw strap tears open to reduce the impact force  
of the falling chainsaw and reduce the risk of injury. Pre-
treated elastic webbing provides high abrasion resistance, 
while an integrated ring provides an extra attachment  
point for the chainsaw. 

534 10 08-01 

HANDLE BAR
Enables you to use both hands for manoeuvring the blowers 
for a more convenient and less tiring working position.  
Can be used with or without the hip-pad for both left- and 
right-hand use.

501 71 51-01, 530iBX 
544 40 00-04, 550iBTX 

FLAT NOZZLE
Extended reach. Fits all battery blowers.

579 79 75-01 

SILENCER NOZZLE
Nozzle with built-in sound absorber, making work even 
more pleasant for user and surroundings.  
Fits all battery blowers.

589 81 17-01 

BACK-PACK HARNESS FOR 530iPX 
Ergonomically designed harness for optimal, individual fit. 
Fits our backpack batteries and 530iPX clearing saw. 

582 90 90-01 

HARNESS BALANCE XB™
Delivers great relief to your upper body and arms thanks to 
outstanding weight distribution in three ways: between the 
shoulders, between the chest and the back, and from the 
shoulders to the hips. Equipped with a holder for a battery 
carrier so that you can easily bring an extra battery.

597 46 93–01 

HARNESS BALANCE 35B
Distributes load optimally between shoulders, chest and 
back. Equipped with plain hip pad with travelling connection 
allowing the machine to be manoeuvred with minimal effort.

537 27 57-05 

HIP PAD
Completes the backpack battery harness in combination 
with battery brushcutters and battery blowers. For a more 
convenient and relaxed working position.

587 83 40-01 

How long will the battery last?
The working time with a fully charged battery depends on three variables: the capacity of the battery, which machine 
the battery is used with, and if you’re doing light or tough work. The chart shows an estimate of the operating time you 
can expect from your Husqvarna battery equipment in different work situations.
 The charging time for a fully discharged battery depends on the capacity of the battery and which of the chargers 
you use. In many cases the charging time will be shorter than the working time. This means with two batteries available, 
you can work continuously – one battery operating and the other battery charging.

The charts contains values for both current (BLi-X) and discontinued (BLi) battery range.

CHARGING TIME FOR DIFFERENT BATTERIES AND CHARGERS
BATTERY CHARGING 

CYCLES  
UP TO

QC500 QC330 QC250 40-C80 QC80F

CHARGING LEVEL CHARGING LEVEL CHARGING LEVEL CHARGING LEVEL CHARGING LEVEL

BLi100 1500 30 m 50 m 30 m 50 m 30 m 50 m 1 h 30 m 1 h 35 m 1 h 5 m 1 h 25 m

40-B140X 1500 N /A N /A N /A N /A N /A N /A — — N /A N /A

BLi200 1500 30 m 50 m 30 m 50 m 35 m 55 m 3 h 3 h 15 m 2 h 25 m 2 h 40 m

BLi200X 1500 30 m 50 m 30 m 50 m 35 m 55 m 3 h 3 h 15 m 2 h 25 m 2 h 40 m

40-B220X 1500 N /A N /A N /A N /A N /A N /A — — N /A N /A

BLi300 1500 35 m 1 h 55 m 1 h 20 m 1 h 5 m 1 h 30 m 4 h 10 m 4 h 25 m 4 h 4 h 20 m

40-B330X 1500 N /A N /A N /A N /A N /A N /A — — N /A N /A

BLi950X 1500 1 h 40 m 2 h 20 m 3 h 4 h 5 m — — — — — —

Required battery temperature for charging: min. 5 °C max. 50 °C  



WORKING TIME ON ONE CHARGE
APPLICATION PRODUCT NAME BATTERY

BLi100 40-B140X BLi200 BLi200X 40-B220X BLi300 40-B330X BLi950X

CHAINSAWS

Take down / removal
542i XP®/ XP® G¹ | T542i XP®/XP® G¹ |  
540i XP®/ XP G¹ | T540i XP®/ XP® G¹ 

1 h N /A 2 h 2 h N /A 3 h 30 min N /A 12 h 

Pruning in tree 542i XP®/ XP® G¹ | T542i XP®/XP® G¹ |  
540i XP®/ XP G¹ | T540i XP®/ XP® G¹  |  
535i XP® | T535i XP®

1 h 30 min N /A 3 h 3 h N /A 5 h 30 min N /A 17 h 30 min

Pruning 542i XP®/ XP® G¹  | 540i XP®/ XP G¹  |  
535i XP® | T535i XP®

40 min N /A 1 h 15 min 1 h 15 min N /A 2 h 15 min N /A 7 h 30 min

Log cutting 542i XP®/ XP® G¹  | 540i XP®/ XP G¹ 15 min N /A 30 min 30 min N /A 1 h N /A 3 h 30 min

535i XP® 15 min N /A 35 min 35 min N /A 1 h N /A 3 h 30 min

Carpenting 542i XP®/ XP® G¹  | 540i XP®/ XP G¹  |  
535i XP® | T535i XP®

1 h 30 min N /A 3 h 3 h N /A 5 h 30 min N /A 18 h 45 min

POLE SAWS

Pruning
530iPT5 |  530iP4 50 min N /A 2 h 2 h N /A 3 h 30 min N /A 11 h 30 min

FORESTRY CLEARING SAW

Clearing 
530iPX 40 min N /A 1 h 20 min 1 h 20 min N /A 2 h 30 min N /A 8 h 15 min

BRUSHCUT TERS

Forestry clearing
535iFR — N /A 30 min 30 min N /A 1 h N /A 3 h 20 min

Tough cutting  
(grass blade)

535iRXT | 535iRX | 535iFR — N /A 25 min 25 min N /A 45 min N /A 2 h 25 min

525iRXT — N /A 30 min 30 min N /A 55 min N /A 3 h

Tough cutting  
(trimmer head)

535iRXT | 535iRX | 535iFR — N /A 15 min 15 min N /A 30 min N /A 1 h 50 min

525iRXT — N /A 20 min 20 min N /A 40 min N /A 2h 15 min

TRIMMERS

Tough grass cutting 525iLXT — N /A 20 min 20 min N /A 40 min N /A 2h 15 min

525iLK2  — N /A 25 min 25 min N /A 40 min N /A 2h 15 min

520iRX | 520iLX 20 min N /A 40 min 40 min N /A 1 h 15 min N /A 4 h 15 min

Light grass cutting 525iLXT | 525iLK2 — 30 min 40 min 40 min N /A 1 h 15 min 1 h 20 min 4h 10 min

520iRX | 520iLX 40 min N /A 1 h 20 min 1 h 20 min N /A 2 h 15 min N /A 8 h 15 min

HEDGE TRIMMERS

Tough cutting 522iHDR60 30 min N /A 1 h 1 h N /A 1 h 50 min N /A 6 h 

522iHD60 | 522iHD75 35 min N /A 1 h 10 min 1h 10 min N /A 2 h 5 min N /A 7 h

525iHF3 | 525iHE3 | 525iHE4 20 min 35 min 45 min 45 min N /A 1 h 20 min N /A 4 h 25 min

520iHT4 | 520iHE3 30 min N /A 1 h 1 h N /A 1 h 45 min N /A 6 h 

Light trimmg 522iHDR60 | 522iHD60 | 522iHD75 1 h N /A 2 h 2 h N /A 3 h 35 min N /A 12 h

525iHF3 | 525iHE3 | 525iHE4 35 min 55 min 1 h 10 min 1 h 10 min N /A 2 h 5 min N /A 6 h 55 min

520iHT4 | 520iHE3 1 h N /A 2 h 2 h N /A 3 h 45 min N /A 12 h 30 min

BLOWERS

Tough blowing 550iBTX3 — — — — — — — 1 h 

530iBX4 | 525iB Mark II 10 min N /A 15 min 15 min N /A 35 min N /A 1 h 45 min

Light blowing 550iBTX3 — — — — — — — 1 h 45 min

530iBX4 | 525iB Mark II 15 min N /A 35 min 35 min N /A 1 h N /A 3 h 30 min

L AWN MOWERS

Mowing LC 551iV 5 — N /A 15 min N /A N /A 30 min N /A 1 h 40 min

LB 553iV 5 — N /A 20 min N /A N /A 35 min N /A 1 h 50 min

LB 548i 5 — N /A 25 min N /A N /A 35 min N /A 1 h 55 min

LB 448iV — — 20 min N /A N /A 35 min N /A —

LB 448i — N /A 25 min N /A N /A 45 min N /A —

LB 442i — N /A 35 min N /A N /A 55 min N /A —

WORK LIGHT

Setting 1 1000 lm WL 8i 13 h 20 h 50 min 26 h N /A 26 h 48 h N /A —

Setting 2 4000 lm WL 8i 3 h 30 min 5 h 30 min 7 h N /A 7 h 13 h N /A —

Setting 3 8000 lm WL 8i 1 h 45 min 2 h 45 min 3 h 30 min N /A 3 h 30 min 6 h 30 min N /A —

Best option — = Not recommended. N /A = Values were not available at time of printing. ¹  Full capacity only provided by BLi200X, BLi300, 40-B330X or 40-B220X. 2 Equipped with trimmer attachement  
3 Requires BLi backpack batteries 4 Requires backpack battery / battery belt FLEXI. 5 Requires adapter plate and battery adapter for use with backpack battery. The runtimes are up-to times and correspond to work 
time using savE™: actual work, basic maintenance and movement / climbing needed for generic operations. Given guidelines are indicative only and may not always be repeatable from one setting to another.  
Required battery temperature for charging: min. 5 °C max. 50 °C.



SERV ICE S BY HUS QVA R N A

A partnership  
you can rely on

READ MORE

For more information on how Services by Husqvarna applies to your 
specific market, please visit husqvarna.com/ProfessionalServices

When you choose Husqvarna you’re not just investing in innovative, 
professional equipment. You’re getting a partnership that supports  
you and your business every step of the way. See how Services by 
Husqvarna make it easy to lease and own modern, highly efficient  
and reliable products for outstanding results and more peace of mind. 
Opening new possibilities to maximise the cost efficiency and uptime 
of your business – making every day smoother and more productive.  
As we see it, that’s what a successful partnership is all about.

Copyright © 2024 Husqvarna AB (publ). All rights reserved. Husqvarna and other product and feature marks are 
trademarks of Husqvarna Group or its licensors. The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks 
owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Husqvarna is under license.

www.husqvarna.com

Husqvarna conducts continuous product development and reserves the right to change designs, specifications, technical data and equipment levels without prior notification. As an operator you are 
responsible for the proper use of our products and so you should read and understand all instructions and warnings in the operator manuals before using the products . Consult your dealer about the 
equipment and performance of our products in your country, as this can vary per country. Regarding protective clothing and safety equipment, design and use of reflective clothing, carefully check 
the legal requirements in your country. Reasonable steps are taken to ensure that technical data is up-to-date at the time of publication. We cannot accept responsibility for printing errors. 

Battery products* HUSQVARNA LEASE PLUS HUSQVARNA SERVICE PLUS HUSQVARNA WARRANTY PLUS

Product to use

Insurance incl. theft protection

Repairs Repairs Repairs Warranty repairs 

Emergency loaner **

Yearly maintenance  ***

Software updates

Time period 3 years 3 years + 1 year

* For battery walk-behind mowers only Husqvarna Warranty Plus is available.
** Limited to selected Husqvarna partners
*** To ensure the validity of your Services by Husqvarna package, yearly service must be performed by an authorised dealer.

Batteries and chargers* HUSQVARNA LEASE PLUS* HUSQVARNA WARRANTY PLUS

Battery to use

Repairs Repairs Warranty repairs

Emergency loaner or battery exchange

Insurance including theft protection

Time period 3 years + 1 year

*Only available for Husqvarna BLi-X 36V batteries and chargers when bundled as accessories in a Husqvarna Lease Plus contract for a battery product.




